tube. Three lengths, 13, 17 and 21 in., with 60, 80 and 100 disks, respectively, are available. Corresponding priming volumes are 1400, 2000 and 2500 ml. (Pemco, Inc., Dept. S765)

- **THICKNESS GAGE** uses radiation from a sealed, self-contained gamma-radiation source to measure thickness of continuous sheet materials. Transmitted radiation is sensed by a scintillation method. Response time is in the millisecond range. (Budd Co., Dept. S760)

- **FREEZE DRYER** is mechanically refrigerated to temperatures as low as -60°C. The equipment, of mobile design, provides for bulk drying as well as manifold drying. Heat is furnished by quartz infrared tubes mounted inside the stainless-steel vacuum drum. The condenser has a capacity of 16 lit. A McLeod gage provides measurement of vacuum, and a thermistor indicates condenser temperature. (VirTis Company, Inc., Dept. S761)

- **VIBRATION EXCITER** of electrodynamic design has a frequency range from 5 to 5000 cy/sec. Force levels of 1025 lb r.m.s., and 3150 lb peak are obtainable in noise testing with 15- to 2000-cy/sec bandwidth. The exciter will operate in altitude environments from 0 to 125,000 ft, in humidity from 0 to 95 percent, and in temperature from 0 to 200°F. Total displacement is 1 in. (MB Manufacturing Co., Dept. S763)

- **OSCILLOSCOPE** has identical horizontal and vertical deflection characteristics for use as an x-y indicator. It may be converted into a general-purpose instrument by interchanging plugged-in components. Bandpass is from dc to 10 Mcy/sec, rise time is 0.35 mic, and deflection factors are selectable from 0.05 to 20 v per division. (Tektronix, Inc., Dept. S766)

- **FRACTIONATING COLUMN** of spinning-band design features 2 to 3 ml liquid holdup, approximately 0.1 mm-Hg pressure drop per plate, 30 theoretical plates at total reflux, and 60 percent efficiency at a liquid take-off rate of 43 ml/hr. (Stanford Glassblowing Laboratories, Dept. S767)

- **PRESSURE CHAMBER**, ½ in. in diameter by 10 in. high, provides pressures to 30,000 atm. The pressure chamber is inside a thick-walled tube which in turn is surrounded by a stack of restraining rings. A tapered fit between the tube and the rings permits application of squeeze to prevent radial expansion. Pumps are manually operated. Electrically insulated leads may be conducted into the chamber. (Nucor Research, Inc., Dept. S771) JOSHDUA STERN

---

**ELECTRONIC RAILROADING**

After many years of research and study, the railroad diesel locomotive is now under scientific surveillance. Preventive maintenance, which saves millions of dollars annually, is programmed and controlled not in the overhaul shop but in the laboratory before the breakdown or damage occurs.

The New York Central Railroad takes regular periodic samples of crankcase oil and then analyzes each sample for the presence of metallic particles. This analysis is accomplished with a Baird-Atomic Direct Reading Spectrometer. The Direct Reader provides spectrochemical analyses of inorganic materials in extremely short time with direct readout of percentage concentration of selected elements on special logarithmic scales.

Metallic particles suspended in the oil indicate engine-part wear and potential trouble spots. For example, high lead or copper content indicates excessive bearing wear while a trace of aluminum predicts trouble in the blower assembly. DETAILEDLY highly accurate internal diagnosis can be made of the massive diesel engines without removing the locomotive from service. Repairs and overhauls are scheduled in advance, before serious damage is done, and on-the-line engine failure is prevented.

**DEKATRON**

Counter Tubes

With the rapid advance of radioactivity instrumentation and the need for high-speed digital counting in "automation" applications, the art of modern scaling circuitry has taken tremendous strides in the past few years.

The development of modern scaling circuitry began with the early binary scalers which employed circuits based on bistable scales-of-two. These circuits and their successors, the feedback-binary decades, utilized hard-vacuum tubes and their reliability suffered from the inherent high power consumption and consequently diminished lifetime of these components.

The modern Baird-Atomic glow tube scalers provide extreme reliability through the incorporation of the DEKATRON glow-transfer tube. This single element component provides direct decimal read-out of the cold cathode glow discharge requiring neither filamentary power nor indirect indicating elements.

Electronic speed and accuracy with up to 1,000,000 unit counts per minute are provided with B-A scalers using DEKATRON cold-cathode glow transfer tubes. DEKATRON tubes are also available individually, and in plug-in strips which are easily incorporated as the counting element in existing panels or equipment.

Baird-Atomic, Inc. is the sole distributor of DEKATRON tubes in the United States and Canada.
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POSICES WANTED
Biochemist, Ph.D.; 5 years of clinical and university teaching experience; publications; routine procedures, endocrinology, electrophoresis. Wishes to escape present position where initiative and imagination are stifled by administrative lethargy and rivalries. Box 303, SCIENCE. 12/6

Microbiologist, Ph.D., virology, cellular metabolism, genetics; biochemical, biophysical techniques; medical teaching and research experience; seeking more active position; can work. Box 295, SCIENCE. 11/29

Phytopathologist, Ph.D.; 37. Mycology, entomology, bacteriology, and chemistry background; experiment station and industrial experience in plant diseases, bioassay, and fungicides. Research position desired. Box 303, SCIENCE. X

POSICES OPEN
Biochemist; ideal situation for Ph.D. providing opportunity to become associated and progress with established, leading firm in its field. Present opening is result of present positions. Research involves all phases of enzymology, including preparation, isolation, characterization, and application. Industrial experience preferred. This permanent position offers broad scope in application of creative ideas. Individual should be qualified to head research team. Minimum age 30. Liberal salary commensurate with qualification. Complete benefit program. Suburban New York City location. Please submit résumé of background, including salary and career objectives. All replies will be acknowledged. Box 395, SCIENCE. X

(a) Biochemist; M.S., biochemistry; 10 years' experience as director of biochemistry government research unit. (b) Science Writer; B.S.; 12 years' experience in all phases of writing, editing, and production of magazines and books; managed editorial department of 46 employees. Medical Bureau, Burnice Larson, Director, 900 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Zoologist–Physiologist, Ph.D. Desires teaching position with opportunity for research. Age, 57. Capable of assuming responsibilities at senior staff level. Now group leader in physiology at government institute. Broad background and interests. Box 301, SCIENCE.

(a) Analytical Chemist preferably with bio-analytical experience and, also, industrial experience. Biochemist or Development Chemist with master's or higher and experienced in isolation of natural compounds and Chemical Engineer, in fermentation or chemical pilot plant work; large industrial company; Pacific Coast. (b) Clinical Physiologist experienced in respiratory physiology; prefers physician, Ph.D. eligible; duties: research teaching at graduate and postgraduate levels; university medical school; new teaching hospital; East. (c) Associate Medical Director; preferably physician experienced in pharmaceutical field; major company, East. (d) Copywriter: science degree with experience in pharmaceutical copywriting; well-known manufacturer of pharmaceuticals and biologicals. S-11-29 Medical Bureau, Burnice Larson, Director, 900 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Bacteriologist, Ph.D. Full-time research appointment (with academic privileges) at established laboratory of midwestern university dental school. Salary range: $5500-$6500, other benefits. Excellent facilities, opportunity to publish original research on physiology of oral microorganisms. Give detailed qualifications in reply. Box 300, SCIENCE. 12/6

PHYSIOLOGIST
Male or female. Recent graduate with B.S. or M.S. in biology to assist in basic research in physiology. Background in histology, endocrinology preferred. Modern laboratory, good starting salary: 37 1/2 hour week. Contact Employment Manager, Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation, Raritan, New Jersey.

J132